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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Ferrofluids are colloidal suspensions, in which the solid phase material is 
composed of magnetic nanoparticles, while the base fluid can potentially be any fluid. 
The solid particles are held in suspension by weak intermolecular forces and may be 
made of materials with different magnetic properties. Magnetite is one of the materials 
used for its natural ferromagnetic properties. They have vital applications in the field of 
microfluidics such as microscale flow control in microfluidic circuits, actuation of 
fluids in microscale, and drug delivery mechanisms. Heat transfer performance of such 
ferrofluids is also one of the crucial properties among many potential coolants that 
should be analyzed and considered for their wide range of applications. 
In the first study, different families of devices actuating ferrofluids were 
designed and developed to reveal this potential. A family of these devices actuates 
discrete plugs, whereas a second family of devices generates continuous flows in tubes 
of inner diameter ranging from 254µm to 1.56mm. The devices were first tested with 
minitubes to prove the effectiveness of the proposed actuation method. The setups were 
then adjusted to conduct experiments on microtubes. Promising results were obtained 
from the experiments. Flow rates up to 120µl/s and 0.135µl/s were achieved in 
minitubes and microtubes with modest maximum magnetic field magnitudes of 300mT 
for discontinuous and continuous actuation, respectively. The proposed magnetic 
actuation method was proven to work as intended and is expected to be a strong 
alternative to the existing micropumping methods such as electromechanical, 
electrokinetic, and piezoelectric actuation. The results suggest that ferrofluids with 
magnetic nanoparticles merit more research efforts in micro pumping. 
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In the second study, convective heat transfer experiments were conducted in 
order to characterize convective heat transfer enhancements with Lauric acid coated 
ironoxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticle based ferrofluids, which have volumetric fractions 
between 0%- ~5% and average particle diameter of 25 nm, in a 2.5 cm long hypodermic 
stainless steel microtube with an inner diameter of 514 µm and an outer diameter of 819 
µm. Heat fluxes up to 184 W/cm2 were applied to the system at three different flow 
rates (1ml/s, 0.62ml/s and 0.36 ml/s). A decrease of around 100% in the maximum 
surface temperature (measured at the exit of the microtube) with the ferrofluid 
compared to the pure base fluid at significant heat fluxes (>100 W/cm2) was observed. 
Moreover, the enhancement in heat transfer increased with nanoparticle concentration, 
and there was no clue for saturation in heat transfer coefficient profiles with increasing 
volume fraction over the volume fraction range in this study (0%-5%). The promising 
results obtained from the experiments suggest that the use of ferrofluids for heat 
transfer, drug delivery, and biological applications can be advantageous and a viable 
alternative as new generation coolants and futuristic drug carriers. 
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ÖZET 
 
Ferrosıvılar katı fazda manyetik nanopartiküller, sıvı fazda ise herhangi bir baz 
sıvının kompozisyonundan oluşan koloid süspansiyonlardır. Katı parçacıklar farklı 
manyetik özellikteki malzemelerden yapılabilirler ve zayıf moleküller arası kuvvetler ile 
süspansiyonda tutulurlar. Manyetit doğal ferromanyetik özellikleri sebebiyle kullanılan 
malzemelerden biridir. Ferrosıvılar, mikroakışkanlar alanında, mikroakışkan 
devrelerinde mikro ölçekte akış kontrolü, akışkanların mikro ölçekte eylemesi ve ilaç 
sevkiyat mekanizmaları gibi önemli uygulamalara sahiptir. Bu ferrosıvıların ısı transferi 
performansları da diğer bir çok potansiyel soğutucu gibi analiz edilmeli ve geniş 
kapsamlı uygulama alanları dikkate alınmalıdır. 
Yapılan ilk çalışmada, potansiyellerini ortaya çıkarmak amacıyla ferrosıvı 
eyleyen çeşitli cihazlar tasarlandı ve geliştirildi. Đki ayrı amaç için tasarlanan bu cihaz 
gruplarından ilki kesikli sıvı paketleri eylemesi, ikincisi ise iç çapları 254µm’den  
1.56mm’ye değişen tüplerde devamlı akış yaratmak üzere tasarlandılar. Tasarlanan 
cihazlar öncelikle sunulan eyleme metodunun verimliliğini kanıtlamak amacıyla 
minitüplerde test edildi. Daha sonra düzenekler mikrotüplerle deneylere devam edilecek 
şekilde ayarlandı. Deneylerden olumlu sonuçlar elde edilmiştir. Minitüpler ve 
mikrotüplerden maksimum 300mT manyetik alan değerleri ile devamsız ve devamlı 
akışlarda sırasıyla 120µl/s ve 0.135µl/s’ye kadar akış debileri elde edilmiştir. Sunulan 
manyetik eyleme metodunun çalıştığı ispatlanmıştır ve elektromekanik, elektrokinetik 
ve piezoelektrik gibi var olan mikropompalama metodlarına güçlü bir alternatif 
olabileceği beklenmektedir. Sonuçlar manyetik nanoparçacıklar içeren ferrosıvıların 
mikro pompa uygulamalarında daha fazla araştırma eforu hak ettiğini göstermiştir. 
Đkinci çalışmada, 2.5 cm uzunluğunda, iç çapı 514 µm ve dış çapı 819 µm olan 
hipodermik paslanmaz çelik mikrotüp içerisinde, ortalama parçacık çapı 25 nm ve 
hacimsel fraksiyonları 0%- ~5% arasında olan laurik asit kaplı demir oksit (Fe3O4) 
nano parçacık bazlı ferrosıvıların konvektif ısı transferi iyileştirmesini karakterize 
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etmek amacıyla, konvektif ısı transferi deneyleri yapılmıştır. Sisteme üç farklı akış 
debisinde (1ml/s, 0.62ml/s ve 0.36 ml/s) 184 W/cm2 varak ısı akısı uygulanmıştır. 
Yüksek ısı akılarında (>100 W/cm2), (mikrotüpün çıkışından ölçüm alındığında) saf baz 
sıvısına kıyasla maksimum yüzey sıcaklığında 100% civarında azalma gözlenmiştir. Ek 
olarak, ısı transferindeki iyileştirme nanoparçacık konsantrasyonu ile birlikte artmış ve 
bu çalışmadaki hacimsel fraksiyon aralığında (0%-5%), artan hacimsel fraksiyonlarda 
ısı transferi katsayısı profillerinde herhangi bir satürasyona rastlanmamıştır. 
Deneylerden elde edilen gelecek vaadeden sonuçlar ferrosıvıların ısı transferi, ilaç 
sevkiyatı ve biyolojik uygulamalarda kullanımının yeni nesil soğutucular ve geleceğin 
ilaç taşıyıcıları için avantajlı ve geçerli bir alternatif olduğunu göstermiştir. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Literature Survey on Micropumps 
 
Fabrication of the first literal micropumps has been enabled by the emergence of  
Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) fabrication in the 1980s [1-4] and was 
followed by the innovatory advances of the actuation methods such as the magnetically 
actuated ferrofluids. As a result of these developments, the first ferrofluidic piston pump 
was first offered in 1991 [5]. The realization continued with new developments on the 
actuation methods such as the electromagnetically actuated ferrofluidic micropipette 
[6], magnetic actuation and valving application of ferrofluidic plugs [7-8]. With the 
developing MEMS technology, existing micropumps vary in complexity and 
effectiveness but the most important aim in micropump designs is to achieve simple yet 
effective micropumps that could be easily combined with other microfluidic elements to 
have portability [9]. 
Magnetic actuation of ferrofluids is becoming a very popular research area with 
its wide and differing application areas such as biomedical [10-11], microelectronics 
[12], microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [13] and biological 
microelectromechanical systems (bioMEMS) applications [14-15]. In micropumping 
applications, it is necessary to use magnetic actuation with non-uniform magnetic field 
strength gradients since significant flow rates can be achieved with this method [16] 
without tactile interference with the fluid flow. Nanofluids for this task are colloidal 
compounds, where the solid phase material is composed of nano sized particles, while 
the liquid phase can potentially be any fluid, but aqueous media are common. The solid 
particles are held in suspension by weak intermolecular forces. The particles may be 
synthesized from materials with different magnetic properties [17]. Magnetite (Fe3O4) is 
one of the well-known materials used for its natural ferrimagnetic properties. It has a 
spinel structure where oxygen ions sit on the corners of a cube and there appear 
tetrahedral and octahedral sites available for Fe ions. Fe has two oxidation states at 
tetrahedral and octahedral sites: Fe+2 at tetrahedral sites and Fe+3 at octahedral sites. The 
sign of the exchange interaction between the two Fe sites is a negative and therefore 
spin alignment is antiparallel. However, the spin moments are not equal and a net 
moment from the Fe+2 sites remains uncancelled, creating the net permanent magnetic 
moment density in the crystal. Magnetite has a significant susceptibility to external 
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magnetic fields and is easy to synthesize, making it one of the favored materials for 
magnetic fluids. A magnetite-based ferrofluid could be moved with magnetic fields, 
which makes magnetic manipulation a possibility. 
 For magnetite based nanofluids, each particle is desired to be sufficiently small 
so that it will exist in the superparamagnetic limit, where each particle consists of a 
single magnetic domain. Depending on the extent of the anisotropy energy in such 
systems and the surface area-to-volume ratio magnetic poly domains can significantly 
reduce the response of the particles to external applied fields. Synthesizing these 
particles with sizes comparable or smaller than the domain wall widths (at the order of 
50-100 nm) stabilizes a material that is in the superparamagnetic limit and can have a 
strong linear response to external fields without any undesired hysteresis effects. Such 
magnetic particles in the superparamagnetic limit can be suspended in the fluid and can 
be magnetized through an external magnetic field’s influence [18].  The magnetized 
particles move to saturate the magnetic field, and thus, a ferrofluid plug is formed. The 
existence of a magnetic field is also expected to change the viscous properties of the 
composite fluid [16]. 
Ferrofluids retain their fluid characteristics even under strong magnetic forces. 
Carefully engineered ferrofluids return to initial diffusion state at the moment of 
demagnetization without any irreversibilities for many magnetization cycles [19]. 
Surfactants are an integral part of the nanofluids, which provide the longevity and 
stability of the fluids. Particles must be covered with surfactants to prevent 
agglomeration of particles and to help retain the colloid state [20]. The function and 
amount of surfactants in fluids can be engineered according to their application [21].   
The emergence of ferrofluids brought up the possibility of implementing magnetic 
actuation in fluidic and hydraulic systems.  The novel advantage of non-tactile actuation 
is open to exploitation [22]. Microscale application of magnetic fields in fluidic 
applications requires the efficient generation of magnetic fields to improve power 
management and to prevent undesirable interactions [23]. Optimization of magnetic 
field topologies in theoretical realm is trivial, yet realizing some of the most optimal 
designs in real world can be considered as unusual feats of engineering. 
While magnetic actuation of ferrofluids in microchannels has not received 
significant attention in the microfluidics community yet during the last decade, the 
advantages offered by this intelligent magnetic actuation are various. Magnetic 
actuation allows fine control of magnetic particles in a non-magnetic medium and 
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mostly ignores the charges, pH values and moderate temperature variations [19, 
24].Currently, magnetic actuation is an expanding research field that offers different 
approaches and solutions and is implemented in the microfluidics context. Fine 
magnetic manipulation of particles and specimens labeled with magnetic indicators was 
proven to be possible [25-26]. Through the use of ferrofluid plugs, non-ferrous fluids 
were also indirectly actuated with magnetic manipulation [19, 27]. Although magnetic 
actuation is freely scalable, smaller physical scales allow better efficiencies. Objects 
ranging from nano scale magnetite crystals to micro scale biological specimens can be 
treated with magnetic actuation methods. This kind of actuation is being continuously 
articulated, and the achievable finesse is being continuously improved [26]. 
Advances in microfluidics significantly improved biotechnological and medical 
processes. Sample volumes, costs and consumption of hazardous materials are 
decreased, whereas portability and integrability are improved. Delicate manipulation of 
bio-matter of micro-nano scales is a prerequisite of improving biological application of 
microfluidics [23]. Development of new pumping methods directly improves 
technologies related to biomedical applications such as diagnostics, drug delivery and 
lab-on-chip [28-30].  Reliability, device compatibility and biocompatibility are 
improved via engineered materials and novel actuation methods [24]. 
Samples which are frequently used as materials for nano particles, such as iron 
oxides, are mostly bioresorbable [18]. Their usage in biomedical applications and 
chemical analysis systems are therefore not restrained. Since very high power 
permanent magnets and very small scale inductors are readily available, development of 
systems that utilize these materials is not expected to be as prohibitively expensive [31].   
Microfluidic control structures that employ magnetic forces as the primary mode 
of actuation can realistically be designed and implemented. Magnetizable fluids can be 
pumped or held in place with varying magnetic fields. Processing of magnetic or non-
magnetic objects travelling in the fluid is possible with this technique [32-34]. 
 Plug magnetization of fluids is one viable method of realizing pumping systems. 
These systems are driven by externally generated magnetic fields. This idea simplifies 
the device designs and decreases production costs.  Magnetized fluid plugs can actuate 
other non-magnetic fluids, given that the two fluids do not mix [19,27]. 
Motivated by the aforementioned studies and findings, in order to provide more 
insight into magnetic actuation of ferrofluids in mini/micro scale, the firs study focuses 
on the development of pumping devices that operate with the principle of ferrofluid 
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actuation with varying magnetic fields. The objective is designing a compact device that 
utilizes permanent magnets to actuate ferrofluids. Ideally, the pumping method is 
exploited in such a way that it would be applicable to discrete and continuous 
actuations. Two groups of devices were utilized for this purpose.  A family of devices 
actuated discrete ferrofluid plugs, whereas a second family of devices generated 
continuous ferrofluid flows. The devices were first tested with 1.56mm inner diameter 
minitubes to prove the effectiveness of the proposed actuation method. The setups were 
then adjusted for the tests with 254 µm inner diameter microtubes. 
  
1.2 Literature Survey on Heat Transfer Enhancement with Ferrofluids 
 
Heat transfer in microchannels has become progressively important with the 
rapid development of microelectronic devices and micro manufacturing technology, 
since microchannel heat exchangers and evaporators present several advantages, such as 
reduced size, higher thermal efficiency and low fluid inventory. Therefore numerous 
solutions have been proposed over decades for enhancing heat transfer performances of 
thermal devices. Maximizing heat transfer area and increasing the convective heat 
transfer coefficients were the most commonly used solutions. As for maximizing the 
heat transfer area in heat exchangers with the recent technology and developments, no 
further developments could be achieved at the moment consequently, since convective 
heat transfer can be enhanced passively by changing flow geometry, boundary 
conditions, or by enhancing thermal conductivity of the fluid, improving the 
characteristics of the traditional working fluids such as water, glycol, oil and 
refrigerants, have also been tried in order to increase the thermal conductivity of base 
fluids by suspending micro- or larger-sized solid particles in fluids, as the thermal 
conductivity of solid is typically higher than that of liquids. Numerous theoretical and 
experimental studies of suspensions containing solid particles have been conducted 
since Maxwell’s theoretical work was published in 1881 [35]. Yet, due to the large size 
and high density of the particles, it is not possible to prevent the solid particles from 
settling out of suspension and the lack of stability of such suspensions induces 
additional flow resistance and possible erosion. As a result, with the modern 
nanotechnology, which provides new opportunities to process and produce materials 
with average crystallite sizes below 50 nm, a new research area has emerged with the 
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new generation of thermal vectors which are called nanofluids to find an alternative 
method for enhancing heat transfer [36-39].  
Nanofluids, which are the new kind of heat transfer medium, containing 
uniformly and stably distributed nanoparticles in a base fluid, were first proposed in 
1995 [40]. It is well known that distributed nanoparticles with high thermal conductivity 
greatly enhance the thermal conductivity of the nanofluid compared to pure liquids. 
Therefore they are expected to have superior properties compared to conventional heat 
transfer fluids, as well as fluids containing micro-sized metallic particles. The much 
larger relative surface area of nanoparticles, compared to those of conventional 
particles, should not only significantly improve heat transfer capabilities, but also 
should increase the stability of the suspensions. Also, nanofluids can improve abrasion-
related properties as compared to the conventional solid/fluid mixtures. It was showed 
that when a small amount of nanoparticles and nanotubes is added, the enhancement of 
the thermal conductivity of base fluids of ethylene glycol and oil could reach up to 
160% [41-42]. As reported in recent studies, Brownian motion and the convective 
motion driven by thermal gradient (thermophoresis) have  significant effect on heat 
transfer enhancement with nanofluids in a pool [43-44]. In addition, successful 
employment of nanofluids will support the current trend toward component 
miniaturization by enabling the design of smaller and lighter heat exchanger systems. 
As a result, nanofluids, which include the suspension of nanoparticles within the range 
of 1-100nm, have become a popular research topic in heat transfer enhancement [45-48] 
and are being utilized in a large variety of applications such as engine cooling, 
refrigeration, lubrication, and thermal storage [49-54]. As a type of nanofluids, 
ferrofluids have also received attention and been utilized in numerous promising 
application areas such as biomedical [10, 28, 55], microfluidic [6, 9, 23, 56], 
microelectronic [12, 13, 29, 57] and microelectromechanical systems [14-15] 
applications.  
Ferrofluids are magnetic colloidal suspensions consisting of carrier liquid and 
magnetic nanoparticles with a size range of 1 to 100 nm in diameter coated with a 
surfactant layer. The most often used magnetic material is single domain particles of 
magnetite, iron, or cobalt; and the carrier liquids such as water or kerosene. Ferrofluids 
are different from the usual magnetorheological fluids (MRF) which are formed by 
micron sized particles dispersed in oil. In MRF, the application of a magnetic field 
causes an enormous increase of the viscosity, so that, for strong enough fields, they may 
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behave like a solid. On the other hand,  ferrofluids keep its fluidity even if subjected to 
strong magnetic fields.  One of the many advantages of the ferrofluids is that the fluid 
flow and heat transfer can be controlled by an external magnetic field which makes it 
applicable in the previously mentioned areas. In addition to the macroscopic 
applications, there are plenty of promising applications in MEMS for the ferrofluids. As 
examples; mesoscopic models have been developed to simulate the magnetic fluid 
flowing through a microchannel in the presence of a magnetic field gradient using the 
lattice-Boltzmann method [58], actuators were developed by using ferrofluids [59-60] 
for a ventricular assist device or for liquid dispensing in microfluidic channels, 
magnetocaloric pumping was studied for microfluidic applications [9, 61].  
Heat transfer is one of the crucial topics for the utilization of ferrofluids, in 
which ferrofluids have many advantages over the conventional commonly used fluids 
such as water, oil or air. Ferrofluids contain colloidal suspensions with outstanding 
magnetic properties, and their solid nanoparticles have the advantage of offering high 
thermal conductivity at the same time. Moreover, their nano-size particles 
(in this study 25 nm average diameter) are more stable and could prevent clogging the 
mini/micro channels [35, 62-63]. Another specific advantage ferrofluids only have is 
their ability to be manipulated to the desired point with magnetic field gradients [64-
66]. Indeed, ferrofluids were magnetically manipulated for biomedical treatment 
purposes allowing them to target diseased tissues and organs in a more focused and 
specific fashion [67]. 
 As a continuation of research efforts in this field, in this second study, 
convective heat transfer performances of the lab-made SPION samples were 
investigated at different concentrations, flow rates and different power values applied to 
the experimental test section. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 
 
2.1 Overview on Ferrofluid Samples 
A lab-made sample of Lauric acid-coated super paramagnetic Iron oxide (SPIO-
LA) was used as the ferrofluid species in these studies. SPIO-LA has magnetic nano 
particles, which have 25 nm average diameter. The fluid is prepared by co-precipitation 
of aqueous solutions of FeCl2 and FeCl3 in a basic environment. Through fine control of 
the addition rate of the reactants to the reaction vessel; considerably small and uniform 
particle sizes are easily achieved. To prevent aggregation and to facilitate their motion 
inside the liquid, nanoparticles of SPIO were coated with lauric acid, which also 
contributes to the long-term stability of the nanofluid. 
The sizes of the ferromagnetic nanoparticles in the sample SPIO-LA are 20–30 
nm. This refers to the hydrodynamic size in water measured by dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) and reported as number average. Figure 1 shows the DLS results of the ferrofluid 
sample, which was used throughout the experiments. As can be seen from Figure 1.1., 
these aq. SPIONs (Super Paramagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticle) are colloidally stable 
since they were suspended well-dispersed in the aqueous medium for over a year (even 
more). Besides, their hydrodynamic sizes measured by DLS on the day of the synthesis 
and after 9 month indicated no significant change over time again indicating their 
stability.  Their response to an external magnet did not change either.  
 
 
Figure 2.1. DLS Result for Aqueous Solution of SPIONs. Nanoparticle Size 
Distribution a) Just after Preparation b) 9 Months after Preparation 
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Forty-five mililiter of distilled water was put into a 100-ml three-necked round-
bottom flask fitted with a mechanical stirrer and a condenser and deoxygenated for 30 
min. 2.162 g FeCl3.6H2O and 0.795 g FeCl2.4H2O, lauric acid (LA) were added to the 
flask and stirred at 400 rpm under nitrogen for about 15 min. Reaction flask was placed 
in an oil bath at 85 °C. After 10 min of mixing, 7 ml ammonium hydroxide was injected 
into the flask with vigorous stirring at 600 rpm. Reaction was allowed to continue for 30 
min to produce a stable colloidal solution, then cooled to room temperature, and placed 
atop a magnet (0.3 Tesla) for few hours. Any precipitate was removed with magnetic 
decantation. Usually, there are no precipitates. Final ferrofluid has 29 mg Fe/l. Further 
details of the ferrofluid sample used in this study are shown in Table 1.1. 
 
Table 1.1. Ferrofluid Properties (High Concentration) 
ID [Fe] 
(M) 
Si/Fe 
(mole %) 
Base/Fe 
(mole %) 
Dh-I 
(nm) 
Dh-I 
washed 
(nm) 
Dh-N 
(nm) 
Dh-N 
washed 
(nm) 
SPIO-LA  0,175 1,25 1,5 23-100 23 32-100 28 
 
 
 
2.2 Experimental Setups and Procedures for the Studies of Magnetic Actuation 
of Iron Oxide Based Ferrofluids 
 
2.2.1 Operation Principle 
 
The presence of a non-uniform magnetic field induces a force on magnetized 
particles. The particles migrate to the point, where the field is the strongest [68]. Static 
magnetic fields are capable of agitating ferrofluids, but the fluid quickly falls to 
equilibrium [69]. Disturbing the equilibrium state by changing the magnetic field is 
vital, if a useful actuation method is to be developed [27]. 
To realize a dynamic magnetic field, either stationary sources of variable 
magnetic power, or moving sources of constant magnetic power can be utilized [4, 27, 
61]. Magnetic fields generated by solenoid inductors can be adjusted through electrical 
systems so that Helmholtz coils placed along the sides of the channel can be used to 
actuate the fluid. Another approach is mechanically actuating permanent magnets to 
vary the magnetic field strength.  
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It was experimentally determined that miniscale inductors fail to generate 
magnetic fields that are sufficiently strong to compete with extant devices. 
A magnetic field, sustained by a permanent magnet, forces the surrounding 
particles to move towards the magnet surface. When such a field performs a 
translational motion, it causes a net displacement of particles along the motion 
direction. In the case of a ferrofluid, the particles are suspended in a viscous fluid 
medium. If the magnetic force is strong enough, the displaced particles would drag the 
fluid along the magnetic field’s motion direction. If fluid is placed in a channel and 
magnetic field gradient is placed in parallel or coincident to the channel, the fluid can be 
forced to move along the channel. 
The magnetic field magnetizing the sample fluid must be generated to perform a 
translation motion parallel to the channel.  Constructing a mechanism to perform this 
task is possible, but the prospects they present towards miniaturization are weak. 
Mimicking the translational motion of magnets with rotating magnets is a viable 
solution to this problem. Thus, the problem changes to finding a method of mimicking 
the resultant magnetic field of a translating magnet with rotating magnets. 
The proposed methods in this thesis consist of placing magnets around solid 
rotors in a spiral pattern. When the rotors are rotated in unison from a starting 
configuration of a magnet pair facing each other, the magnet pairs periodically face each 
other. Then the fluid plug reaches the middle point of a magnet pair. They must be 
disengaged and another pair of magnets is brought in position just in front of the plug so 
that the plug will move forward. Given that the transitions are smooth and magnetic 
field is sufficiently strong, the fluid can be smoothly actuated with this technique. 
The dynamic behavior of the magnetic field generated by the rotating magnets is 
inspired by a natural phenomenon. The motion and the shape change of our proposed 
magnetic field topology resemble the motion of an inchworm. Initially, the magnetic 
field strength distribution constitutes a single wave, as depicted in Figure 2.2.. The axial 
coverage of the magnetic field expands by one wavelength towards the intended flow 
direction, and the peak magnetic field strength simultaneously decreases. Meanwhile, 
the magnetized plug moves half the field expansion distance. In one continuous motion, 
the magnetic field begins to contract in the same direction as the expansion, and the 
field strength increases in a reversal of the previous change, which pushes the fluid yet 
again for a distance equal to half of the contraction length being also equal to one 
wavelength. The magnetic field resumes to its initial state only one wavelength away 
 from the initial position. In this 
“creep dynamics”. 
 
Figure 2.2. 1) The magnetized plug is held by two magnets. 2) The rotors rotate 
slightly to expose the plug to next set of magnets along with the first pair. 3) Rotors 
fully rotate to move the previous set of magnets away and the magneti
cycle can be repeated to move the plug in either direction.
The magnetic force on the ferrofluid is 
perpendicular to the magnetic field direction in this context. The magnetic force 
depends on the magnetic field 
varying magnetic field and 
that the plug could move along the tube.
and sources to be forced around the tube and thus results in a 
There are two approaches for the actuation of ferrofluids using magnetic fields. 
The direct methods that depend on the influence of field over fluid either utilize the 
discrete magnetization of a plug or produce a homogenous flow induced by the 
magnetized volume.  
The characteristics of the described creep dynamics are beneficial to the 
actuation of discrete plugs. The semi
newtonian properties of the subject fluid with respect to changing magnetic field 
strength around the fluid [70]
the channel by the proposed mechanisms. Implementations of devices that exaggerate 
the inchworm motion are straightforward, but their practicality is limited to low power 
applications. This approach yields a discontinuous actuation that is used for 
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thesis this peculiar dynamic behavior will be called 
 
zed plug. This 
 
 
generated by the magnetic field gradient 
gradient vector. Due to the interactions between the 
its gradient, a horizontal force along the tube is generated so 
 This configuration allows generated field sinks 
more compact design.
-discrete magnetization methods employ the non
. The ferrofluid plug can be pinned to a specific location in 
 
-
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microfluidic valves [70], liquid pistons for pumps [2] and precision actuators for other 
fluids [6]. 
The semi-homogenous force methods focus on the design of the magnetic field 
to induce sufficiently equal forces on multiple plugs. The implementation is tricky but 
the flow can be continuous [71]. This yields a continuous actuation that is useful when 
the ferrofluid needs to be pumped as bulk or when it needs to be circulated. The creep 
dynamics hinders the continuous actuation if the variations of magnetic field are too 
great. The field variations decrease the efficiency of the pump as the difference gets 
greater. The characteristics of the creep dynamics must be minimized to achieve a more 
stable magnetic field. 
For both cases the mechanical behavior of the magnetized plug resembles a first 
order linear differential system. The movement induced by the magnetic force is 
dampened by the drag forces, and in theory, it reaches a steady state velocity. However, 
the magnetic force is not constant, shifts in space and changes in magnitude. As a result, 
the velocity of the fluid is not constant. With continuous actuation, this simply results in 
a loss of efficiency and maybe degradation of a subjective flow quality. Depending on 
the application, both could be forgivable.  In discontinuous actuation when the fluid 
fails to track the shifts in the magnetic field it simply remains in the last position until 
the magnetic field peak comes close again, when the plug moves slightly backwards 
before moving forwards. This phenomenon is referred as “skipping” in this study as 
shown in Figure 2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.3. This schematic visualizes an overly simplified example of skipping. 1) 
Some of the particles in the fluid are held by a very thin planar magnetic field shown as 
a line. 2) The moving magnetic field drags the particles, which in turn push the particles 
in front of them. 3) The magnetic field keeps on moving, but the magnetic force is not 
enough to force the particles to move through the congestion. The magnetized particles 
are left behind as the field magnetizes and attracts the closest particles. 4) A new set of 
particles are fully magnetized, and the magnetic field drags them forward. 
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Skipping error is more noticeable if the plug is used in positioning or valving 
applications, while skipping appears as a loss of pumping power in continuous flow 
applications. 
 
2.2.2 Experimental Setups 
 
 
2.2.2.1  Discontinuous Actuation 
 
Moving a magnetic field without distorting its shape is trivial if the source of 
magnetic field can be moved in the same direction. It was decided that such a 
mechanism would be cumbersome at best. Instead, the linear movement of the magnet 
was mimicked with magnets rotating around a common axis. 
2.2.2.1.1 Minitube Setups 
 
2.2.2.1.1.1 Rectangular Rotor – Minitube Setup 
 
The idea behind this design is using the synchronous rotation of symmetric and 
opposing magnets to generate a magnetic field, which peaks, when the magnets are at 
the closest position, and which diminishes, while the magnets are at the farthest 
position. Rare earth magnets with 300mT magnetic field strength are placed on to the 
each face of the square profile rotors with the (i-1) x a mm distance from the reference 
edge, where i is the magnet number and a is the magnet diameter. The rotors are placed 
in such a way that the tube, which has 3 mm outer diameter, stays in between the rotors, 
which are actuated by a simple DC motor. The flow rate is obtained by visualizing the 
motion of plugs using a CCD camera with time.  A digital rendering for the setup can be 
seen in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4. Rectangular rotor – minitube setup 
 
Angular velocities are calculated from the position data, which are obtained 
from the encoder of the motor. 
 
2.2.2.1.1.2 Hexagonal Rotor – Minitube Setup 
 
The previously mentioned pump design could actuate ferrofluid plugs but 
irregularities were observed on the generated magnetic field, which affected the 
maximum performance of the pump. Thus, the first design has been improved by 
reducing the angular separation of rare earth magnet pairs to obtain higher flow rates, 
fewer discontinuities on the magnetic field and better position tracking. This was 
achieved by changing rectangular rotors into hexagonal rotors. The improved second 
setup can be seen in Figure 2.5.  
 
 
Figure 2.5. Hexagonal rotor – minitube setup 
 
The improvement mentioned above increases the flow rate values of this pump 
architecture. A comparison of results will be included in the following sections. 
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2.2.2.1.2 Microtube Setups 
 
2.2.2.1.2.1 Rectangular Rotor – Microtube Setup 
 
Since the ultimate aim is to produce microfluidic devices that can actuate 
ferrofluids, the next step is to use microtubes. The microtubes used in experiments have 
254µm inner diameter and 762µm outer diameter. Rectangular rotor setup was modified 
accordingly for microtube experiments. A digital rendering of the setup can be seen in 
Figure 2.6.  
 
 
Figure 2.6. Rectangular rotor – microtube setup 
 
2.2.2.1.2.2 Hexagonal Rotor – Microtube Setup 
 
The experiments of inducing flow in microtubes were repeated in the hexagonal 
rotor setup. A digital rendering of the hexagonal setup with microchannel can be seen in 
Figure 2.7. 
 
 
Figure 2.7. Hexagonal rotor – microtube setup 
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It was seen that contrary to the results seen in mini scale, flow rate values 
deteriorate for the same angular velocity values in microscale due to size effects of 
smaller size. The idea of changing the angle between two magnets to improve 
rectangular rotors is not applicable when it comes to microtubes. The details of 
corresponding will be explained in Results section. 
 
2.2.2.2 Continuous Actuation 
 
After plug actuation methods are studied, the next step is the generation of 
continuous flows with ferrofluid.  
2.2.2.2.1 Conveyor Belt – Microtube Setup 
 
This design is constructed from a conveyor belt, on which rare earth magnets are 
attached, and two pulleys, which are fixed to two individual shafts that fit into bearings. 
A gear is affixed to one of the shafts, while another gear is affixed to a DC torque 
motor. The gears are placed to stay in mesh and the motor is switched on to actuate the 
mechanism. A simplified digital rendering can be seen in Figure 2.8. 
 
 
Figure 2.8. Conveyor belt – microtube setup 
 
When current is supplied to the motor, the conveyor belt rotates the magnets so 
that the ferrofluid could be actuated, and a continuous flow is induced. 
The pressure drop of the pump is expected to vary almost linearly between zero 
difference and the eventual upper limit. Both ends of the microchannel are sealed into 
graded containers. The fluid flow causes a height difference between the fluid levels in 
the containers until the flow and the pressure equalize and height difference settles. The 
height difference between containers can be measured to calculate the exact pressure 
drop created by the pump. 
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2.2.3 Theory 
 
Particle based approach can be implemented to explain the theory behind 
magnetic actuation. For this, a unit cell is constructed as a single particle and an 
appropriate fraction of the carrier fluid. The forces acting on the magnetic nanoparticle 
are the magnetic force, Fmag, and drag force, Fd, so that Newton’s Second Law could be 
expressed as: 
 
+ 	
 = 	          (1) 
 
The magnetic force is calculated through the subtraction of the total forces 
exerted to environment and forces exerted on the particle, where xc and xp stand for the 
magnetic susceptibility of the base and particle.  Their difference is multiplied with 
magnetizable volume, V, and the gradient of the applied magnetic field squared, ∇B2, 
and divided to permeability of free space, µ0, to give the magnetic force on a single 
particle: 
	 =
()∇

      (2) 
 
The drag force is found using a generalized drag force acting on a small particle 
for a low Reynolds number flow due to the small particle size, where µ is the viscosity 
of the base fluid, v and d are velocity and diameter of the particle, respectively: 
 
	
 = 3πμ d           (3) 
 
The local velocity of the magnetic nanoparticle is deduced from Eqn. 1 by 
integrating the acceleration over time.  An analytical solution for the local velocity is 
possible under uniform magnetic field gradient assumption and is expressed as: 
 
! = !"#$%& +
$
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where vo is the initial particle velocity, )* =
+,-
.
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Since moving nanoparticles having high concentration in the base fluid could push 
the molecules of the base fluid, a bulk fluid flow could be generated.  The 
corresponding volumetric flow rate could be approximated as the product of the average 
linear velocity of the nanoparticle, vav, and cross sectional area, A: 
 
 = /012           (5) 
 
The above equations provide a basis for explaining the experimental results. 
Same magnets are utilized along the both micro and mini tubes, while they would 
produce similar local magnetic fields and gradients along the channel for the 
discontinuous actuation configuration.  Based on the performed magnetic field 
measurements by using Teslameter and due to the smaller spacing between the magnets, 
magnetic field gradients in discontinuous actuation are measured to be around 2.5 times 
greater than the continuous actuation, while the magnetic susceptibilities are fixed for 
all the configurations due to the use of the same fluid sample.  As a result of greater 
magnetic field gradients, the magnetic forces are expected to be greater in discontinuous 
actuation compared to continuous actuation according to Eqns. (2), (4), and (5).  As a 
result, considerably lower flow rates are apparent for continuous fluid actuation 
compared to discontinuous actuation in microtubes of the same dimension.    
When the flow rates of discontinuous actuation are considered, a significant 
increase in flow rates can be observed when the tube diameter is increased.  Since 
similar magnetic fields and gradients are expected for both minitubes and microtubes 
similar average velocities will be also obtained for nanoparticles.  According to Eqn. 5, 
the volumetric flow rates should be much larger in minitubes because of the larger inner 
diameters of minitubes compared to microtubes tested in this study (more than 5 times), 
which bolsters the experimental findings.  In addition to this effect, wall shear stress on 
the wall also increases for bulk fluid flow with the reduction of the tube diameter 
leading to a further decrease in the flowrate.  As a result, a reduction of more than 100 
times in flow rates occurs when switching from minitubes to microtubes.   
The position of magnets is adjusted in such a way that plugs could be propelled 
one by one by placing the first set of two magnets sufficiently close to each other while 
positioning the other set of two magnets further to the first set.  However, for the 
continuous actuation, it was made sure that each magnet is placed close to each other 
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and is moved completely horizontally along the entire microtube so that each piece of 
the working fluid could be continuously driven along the microtube thereby assuring a 
continuous actuation. 
 
2.2.4 Uncertainty Analysis  
 
The uncertainties in the measured values are given in Table 2.1. They were 
provided by the manufacturer’s specification sheet, whereas the uncertainties on 
volumetric flow rate and angular velocity were obtained using the propagation of 
uncertainty method developed by Kline and McClintock (1953) and ISO Guide to the 
expression of uncertainty [72-73]. Moreover, each measurement of each setup was 
repeated for ten times and the results were averaged.  
 
 
Table 2.1. Uncertainty Data 
Parameter 
Uncertainty
(±) 
       Area 
Length 
Volumetric Flow Rate 
Angular Velocity 
Current 
Magnetic Field Strength  
0.94%  
0.01%  
2% 
8% 
0.01% 
2% 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Experimental Setup for the Studies of Heat Transfer Enhancement with 
Ferrofluids 
 
 
 
2.3.1 Experimental Setup  
 
The experimental setup consists of a syringe pump with a control unit, microtube 
test section, temperature sensors integrated to the system, and Data Acquisition system.  
A syringe pump is built from a linear motor to be able to obtain desired flow rates and 
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continuous flow of ferrofluid. 2.5 cm long hypodermic stainless steel microchannel, 
which has inner and outer diameters of 0.514 mm and 0.819 mm, respectively, is used 
as the heated length. One K-type thermocouple is placed using OmegaBond on the 
surface at the outlet of the microtube and connected to the Data Acquisition system, 
from which the temperature values are obtained. A digital rendering of the experimental 
setup can be seen in Figure 2.9. 
 
 
Figure 2.9. a) Experimental Setup, b) Detailed View of the Heated Section (TC: 
Thermocouple) 
 A Syringe pump with a Wuxi Hongba HB-DJ809 12V DC linear motor is set to 
flow rates of 0.36, 0.62 and 1ml/s during the experiments. A Xantrex XFR20-130 power 
supply is used to apply desired power values to the test section with alligator clips, and 
six different power values are constantly applied on each data set corresponding to a 
different sample of the working fluid. Each data set is obtained under steady state 
conditions. Heat transfer performances of corresponding fluid samples are obtained with 
respect to the outlet surface temperature rise which has the highest value in the heated 
region. For the temperature measurements, Omega® K-Type thermocouples are used, 
and the thermocouple readings are transferred to the Data Acquisition System for data 
reduction along with current, voltage and flow rate data. The effects of flowrate and 
nanoparticle concentration on heat transfer performance of ferrofluids are investigated 
throughout 12 different data sets with each of them having 6 different input power 
values. Experiments are conducted under three different concentrations of ferrofluid and 
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DI (deionized) water mixture. Each data set is tested under steady state conditions, and 
the experiments were repeated for five times for each set. 
 
2.3.2 Data Reduction 
 
The data obtained from the voltage, current, flow rate, and temperature 
measurements were used to obtain the single-phase heat transfer coefficients and 
Nusselt numbers. 
Reynolds number is expressed as: 
 
3# = 4
µ5
67                        (6) 
 
where Q is the flowrate, Ac is the microtube cross-sectional area, and di is the 
microtube inner diameter.  
The electrical input power and resistance are calculated using the measured voltage 
and current values. Assuming 1-D steady state heat conduction with uniform heat 
generation, the local inner surface temperature of the microchannel, Tw,i, is expressed in 
terms of the measured local outer surface temperature, Tw,o, as:    
     
89,7 = 89,; +
<
=>?
(@; − @7) −
<
>?
@;ABC
DE
D7
                   (7) 
                                                                               
where kw is heat thermal conductivity of the wall, ro is outer radius of the channel, ri 
is inner radius of the channel, and   is the volumetric heat generation.   is expressed as 
a function of net power Pnet, inner radius, outer channel radius, and heated length as:  
 
q = GHIJ
п(DEDK)LM
                                          (8) 
 
Single-phase heat transfer coefficient hsp is calculated using the inner wall 
temperature and net power as: 
 
ℎOP =
QRST
5UVW?,KWXY
                 (9) 
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where As is inner surface area. 
Exit fluid temperatures are deduced from energy balance: 
 
8Z = 87 +
QRST
4[$
                (10)                                                          
 
where Ti is inlet temperature, and cp is specific heat. Finally, Nusselt number of the 
pure fluid is found using the local heat transfer coefficient as: 
 
\] =
^U-K
>X
                                                           (11) 
 
where hsp is single-phase heat transfer coefficient, and kf is thermal conductivity of 
the fluid. Since fluid flows were  mostly considered as thermally developing flows 
under the conditions of the present study, the thermally developing flow correlation 
proposed by Shah and London [74] for laminar flows (Re<2300) was chosen  for the 
comparison with the experimental data obtained from the experiments with pure water. 
For the turbulent flow portion of the experimental data for pure water, the correlations 
proposed by a turbulent flow correlation with modifications for developing flows [75] 
were employed for comparison. 
 
2.3.3 Uncertainty Analysis  
 
The uncertainties in the measured values are given in Table 2.2. Uncertainty values 
were provided by the manufacturer’s specification sheet, whereas the uncertainties on 
heat transfer coefficients were obtained using the propagation of uncertainty method 
developed by Kline and McClintock [72].  
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Table 2.2. Uncertainty Data 
                Uncertainty Error 
Flow Rate, Q (for each reading)                 ± 2.0 % 
Voltage supplied by power source, V  ± 0.1 % 
Current supplied by power source, I ± 0.1 % 
Inlet temperature, Ti ± 0.1 ˚C 
Electrical power, P ± 0.15 % 
Heat transfer coefficient, hsp 
Heat Flux, ф 
±11.8 % 
±3.9% 
Inner diameter, di ± 2 µm 
 
 
According to this method, if an experimental result, r, is computed from J measured 
variables X1…J, as follows; 
 
                           ),,,( 21 JXXXrr K=                                                                           (12) 
then the corresponding uncertainty in this experimental result is given by: 
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where Ur is the uncertainty in the result, UX1 is the uncertainty in the variable X1, 
etc.  
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Results and Discussions on the Studies of Magnetic Actuation of Ferrofluids  
 
3.1.1 Rectangular Rotor – Minitube Setup 
 
The results of this first setup show a linear relationship between the angular 
velocity of the rectangular rotors and the volumetric flow rate as shown in Figure 8. The 
ferrofluid is subjected to a field that reaches a maximum magnetic field strength of 
300mT. Figure 3.1. shows the relationship between the angular velocity and the 
volumetric flow rate. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Flow rate vs angular velocity graph for rectangular rotor – minitube 
setup 
 
The results show that achieving flow rates up to 60µl/s is possible with this 
design. If the angular velocity increases more than the maximum value, the average 
velocity of the nanofluid flow decreases because of the natural limitations of this 
design. More specifically, the magnetic field moves faster than the maximum steady 
state linear velocity of the fluid, and therefore, the fluid needs more than one cycle to 
move along a single length L. In addition to the above mentioned observations, when 
the rare earth magnet pair on the rotor moves faster than the limit velocity and is unable 
to drag the magnetized ferrofluid plug, the plug is reverted to the original position in the 
next cycle by the same magnet pair. Thus, the model is expected to break down at high 
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 angular velocities, and the flow rate will be zero under such conditions. The limit for 
system to breakdown is 1.1 rps for minitube setups and 0.
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Figure 3.2. Max. flow rate vs max. magnetic field strength f
The maximum flow rate values are obtained using a fixed angular velocity of 1 
rps to ensure that the plotted curve only e
magnetic field strength and flow rate.
The results from this setup suggest that the limit velocity for rotors can be 
increased by reducing the angle between the magnets. The skipping that causes the plug 
to revert could be prevented using this approach. This fact leads to the Hexagonal Rotor 
– Minitube design, which will be discussed in the following section.
 
3.1.2 Hexagonal Rotor – 
 
Decreasing the angle between the magnets reduces the severity of the sudden 
shifts in magnetic field, which creates magnetic dead zones and causes the limitation in 
terms of the flow rate values as mentioned before. The increased maximum achievable 
speed significantly improved the design and doubled the obtained flow rate values
shown in Figure 3.3. 
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 Figure 3.3. Flow rate vs angular velocity graph for hexagonal rotor 
 
The relationship between the flow rate and angular velocity is again linear as 
expected, and flow rate values up to 120
Figure 3.4. shows the relationship between the maximum magnetic field strength 
and maximum achievable flow rate. Accordingly, a flow rate of 120 
achieved with a maximum magnetic field strength of 300 mT.
 
Figure 3.4. Max. flow rate vs max. magnetic field strength graph for hexagonal rotor 
A commercial compact pump of similar size scale, which can also achieve the 
same flow rates as in the proposed design, was selected
constitutes the benchmark for c
single channel, variable speed compact pump, has the dimensions of 19 cm (length) x 
8.9 cm (width) x 8.9 cm (height) and 1.42mm inner diameter of channel, whereas the 
proposed setups have the dimensions of
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6cm (length) x 5cm (width) x 4cm (height), which are significantly smaller than the 
commercial pump in terms of its volume and has a 1.56 mm inner diameter 
channel(very close to the one in the commercial pump). It can be claimed that this 
proposed design is promising since it is more compact than the commercials pumps in 
terms of the size but generates the same flow rates compared to the compact 
commercial pumps. It should also be noted that these pumps can withstand significantly 
higher backpressures than the proposed pumps in this work (<250 Pa).In addition, 
another commercial micro pump, which is an Electroosmotic (EO) micropump (model 
3000128 on datasheet) [77] with dimensions of 8mm (diameter) and 17.9mm (length), 
needs at least 460V of potential difference to generate the flow rate of the proposed 
design. This estimation was calculated by taking the referenced datasheet as is. The 
proposed design requires voltage values (few Volts) that are far below than this 
commercial micropump. 
 
3.1.3 Rectangular Rotor – Microtube Setup 
 
After successfully actuating ferrofluid plugs in minitubes, the next step was 
conducting experiments with microtubes by using the previously mentioned setups. 
First, the rectangular rotor setup was tested. It was seen that the design can also 
successfully actuate ferrofluid plugs in microtubes, but with proportionately lower flow 
rates. Figure 3.5. shows flow rates as a function of angular velocity, and the linear 
relationship between them is present similar to the minitube results. 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Flow rate vs angular velocity for rectangular rotor – microtube setup 
 
Flow rates up to 0.135µl/s of are obtained with this design. 
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3.1.4 Hexagonal Rotor – Microtube Setup 
 
Higher flow rates than the above mentioned setup was expected from this setup 
based on the improved results obtained from the first two setups that acted on 
minitubes. However, no significant improvement was recorded between results of this 
device and the previous device (Figure 3.6.). 
  
 
Figure 3.6. Flow rate vs angular velocity for hexagonal rotor – microtube setup 
 
This shows that the previous device was fully capable of actuating the fluid at 
the maximum speed possible for the given tube size and magnetic field strength. To 
prevent skipping, the rotors rotate too slowly for the angle variation to have any 
significant effect. Any possible improvement is thus undetectable for this setup. 
 
3.1.5 Conveyor Belt – Microtube Setup 
 
The purpose of this design was inducing a continuous flow in addition to plug 
actuation. The proposed setup was successful in accomplishing this aim. Figure 3.7. 
shows the volumetric flow rate as a function of current fed to the system. 
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Figure 3.7. Current vs flow rate graph for conveyor belt set up 
 
Flow rates up to 0.0125µl/s through a microtube with 254µm  inner diameter can 
be obtained with this design. The flow is always expected to be fully laminar due to the 
length scale. The surface interactions have an improved effect with regard to body 
forces. This result shows that notable flow rates are achieved with modest power 
consumption especially since the magnetic field, which is interacting with the fluid, is 
not obtained through electrically induced magnetism. Instead of power losses due to the 
resistance of inductors, power consumption mostly occurs due to the viscous drag forces 
in the fluid, manipulation of magnetic interactions and various other mechanical 
inefficiencies related to the experimental setup.  When compared to previous setups, 
this design has lower flow rate values, but this is compensated by the comparably lower 
power consumption and improvement of the flow by allowing continuous flow instead 
of plug actuation. 
 
3.2 Results and Discussion of the Study of Heat Transfer Enhancement with Iron 
Oxide Based Ferrofluids 
 
In Figures 3.8. and 3.9., experimental Nusselt numbers and ratios between 
theoretical results (obtained from commonly used correlations for laminar region 
Re<2300 Shah and London [74], for turbulent region (Re>2300) Dittus Bolter 
correlation with modifications due to developing flow effects [75]) and experimental 
Nusselt numbers are shown. Due to the short heated length, the flow is considered to be 
thermally developing. The thermal entrance length is around 14.8 cm for pure water at 
the lowest Reynolds number in this study justifying the use of correlations 
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recommended for thermally developing flows.   It should be noted that for each flow 
rate there are multiple data points because of the change in thermophysical properties 
with increased heat flux values at the same flow rate (Fig. 3.8.).  Since six data points 
were required for different heat fluxes at fixed flow rate, six Reynolds number values 
are present for each flow rate.   
As can be seen from Figure 3.9., the existing widely used correlations could fairly 
predict the experimental data.  For Reynolds numbers greater than 2300, the turbulent 
flow correlation (corresponding to flow rate of 1 ml/s and most of the experimental data 
points of the flow rate 0.62 ml/s) is taken, while the laminar flow correlation is 
employed for the experimental data corresponding to the flow rate of 0.36 ml/s. The 
above assumption made for the comparison is justified by the jump in experimental 
Nusselt number profile at Re~2200 for the flow rate of 0.62 ml/s  indicating sudden 
laminar flow-turbulent flow transition, which was also reported in the literature about 
single-phase flow in microtubes [78].  Almost all the experimental data fall within 
±30% of theoretical values.  This is in agreement with the reported results about single-
phase flow in microtubes for both laminar and turbulent flows [79-80] and provides a 
validation for the experimental setup. 
 
 
Figure 3.8. Experimental Nusselt number data for pure water 
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Figure 3.9. Comparison between the experimental data and existing theory for pure 
water 
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Figure 3.10. Surface temperature rise (with respect to ambient temperature) at a) 
Q=0.36 ml/s, b) Q= 0.62 ml/s, c) Q=1ml/s 
 
In Figure 3.10., surface temperature rise at the exit of microtube is shown as a 
function of applied heat flux. A linear relationship between the applied heat flux and 
surface temperature rise exists as expected for single-phase fluid flows [81]. This 
relationship is observed under all the nanoparticle concentrations of the ferrofluid at all 
the flow rate values.   The surface temperature rise at the outlet of the microtube 
increases to 31oC at a heat flux of ~184 W/cm2 when high concentration ferrofluid (pure 
ferrofluid, ~5% volume fraction) is used as the coolant with the flow rate of 1 ml/s.  
When the high concentration ferrofluid is diluted by 33%, the temperature rise increases 
to 36oC.  A further dilution of the ferrofluid results in a maximum increase of 46.1oC, 
which proves that the heat removal capability decreases with dilution.  A surface 
temperature rise of 62.1oC can be observed during the experiments with pure water at 
maximum applied heat flux (~184 W/cm2).   The same trend is consistently observed 
with lower flow rates.  In addition, with decreasing flow rate the surface temperature 
rise increases at the same applied power values for all the samples due to diminishing 
convective effects. For the flow rates of 0.62 ml/s and 0.36 ml/s, the surface temperature 
rises are 71.9oC and 64.8oC with pure water at maximum applied heat fluxes of 108 
W/cm2 and 71 W/cm2, respectively, while the surface temperature rises become 37.8oC 
and 39.9oC for the high concentration nanofluid, respectively. The decrease of around 
100% in the maximum surface temperature (exit of the microtube) with the high 
concentration nanofluid at significant heat fluxes (>100 W/cm2) reveals the potential of 
the use of ferrofluids in micro scale cooling applications.  
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Figure 3.11. Thermally developing flow [82] 
 
 
As previously mentioned; due to the short heated length, which is 2.5 cm, the 
flow is considered to be thermally developing. Since for pure water at the lowest Re, the 
thermal entrance length is around 14.8 cm, the heat transfer coefficient profiles obtained 
from this study stays within the thermally entrance region as can be seen in Figure 3.11.  
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Figure 3.12. Heat transfer coefficients as a function of applied heat flux at a) Q=0.36 
ml/s, b) Q=0.62 ml/s, c) Q=1 ml/s 
 
Heat transfer coefficient profiles which are obtained from the commonly used 
correlations [74-75] and the experimental results from the obtained surface and outlet 
temperature data are shown in Figure 3.12. for different flow rates.  An increasing trend 
in heat transfer coefficient with flow rate could be recognized for all the fluid samples 
used in the current study. For the laminar flow portion of the experimental data 
(Re<2300 classified for water, flow rates < 1ml/s for other working fluids), the reason is 
due to the developing flow conditions, where Nusselt number is dependent on Reynolds 
number [74].  In the turbulent flow portion, Nusselt number is strongly dependent on 
Reynolds number, which is also coupled with developing flow effects. As a result, 
higher heat transfer coefficients are attained at larger flow rates as expected.  All the 
ferrofluid samples used in the current study demonstrate the same trend.  However, the 
differences in heat transfer coefficients between pure fluid and ferrofluid samples are 
not as much as in surface temperature rise. This is due to the lower exit fluid 
temperatures in ferrofluid samples resulting from higher specific heat and density values 
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in ferrofluid samples [83]. As a result, smaller differences in heat transfer coefficients 
compared to surface temperature differences are present between pure water and 
ferrofluid samples.  
As seen from Figures 3.12 and 3.13., the enhancement in convective heat 
transfer grows with increasing nanoparticle concentration.  The average enhancement in 
heat transfer coefficients is 46.5%, 34.5%, and 16.5% for the high concentration 
ferrofluid sample, the ferrofluid sample diluted by 33%, and the ferrofluid sample 
diluted by 67% at the flow rate of 0.36 ml/s, respectively. For all the working fluids, 
laminar flow conditions occur at this flow rate.  At the flow rate of 0.62 ml/s, the 
enhancements decrease to 27.5%, 19.7%, and 4.1% for the high concentration ferrofluid 
sample, the ferrofluid sample diluted by 33%, and the ferrofluid sample diluted by 67%, 
respectively.  The decrease in heat transfer coefficient enhancement could be attributed 
to the existence of turbulent flow conditions for the most of the experimental data 
during the experiments with pure water at this flow rate.   In the literature, sudden 
transitions from laminar to turbulent flows were reported at Re~2000 for microtubes 
[72, 80]. Due to higher viscosities in ferrofluid samples, the transition to turbulent flow 
occurs at higher flow rates so that heat transfer enhancements become lower due to the 
still existing laminar flow conditions for the ferrofluid samples.  Turbulent flow 
conditions are expected for the experiments with all the nanofluid samples at the flow 
rate of 1ml/s in addition to the pure water experiments, which generates an increase in 
heat transfer enhancements. Thus, increased convective heat transfer enhancement due 
to nanoparticle motion under high speed flows and subsequent additional mixing 
provided by nanoparticles contributes to the heat transfer performance [84]. 
Accordingly, the average increases in heat transfer coefficients are 61.2%, 43.3%, and 
15.1% for the high concentration ferrofluid sample, the ferrofluid sample diluted by 
33%, and the ferrofluid sample diluted by 67%, respectively. 
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Figure 3.13. Heat transfer coefficient enhancement (h/hpure water) at a) Q=0.36 ml/s, b) 
Q=0.62 ml/s, c) Q=1 ml/s 
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Figure 3.14. Heat transfer enhancement (in %) ( the average enhancement in heat 
transfer coefficients) as a function of dilution amount (with respect to the high 
concentration nanofluid) 
 
As seen from Figure 3.14., there is no clue for saturation in heat transfer 
coefficient profiles with increasing volume fraction over the volume fraction range in 
this study (0%-5%), although the upper range for volume fraction overlaps with volume 
fractions, beyond which saturation or decrease in heat transfer was reported in the 
literature [85-87]. The lack of saturation could be explained by the improved stability in 
nanoparticle suspension with Lauric acid coating so that any agglomeration/deposition 
of particles  with increased volume fraction and sudden contraction in flow passage 
caused by the inlet of  microtube could be avoided and the positive effect of 
nanoparticle concentration could be extended to high volume fraction values (>3%).  In 
addition, ferromagnetic nanoparticles could be actuated inside a nanofluid with 
magnetic fields so that for the heat transfer enhancement from the surface is possible. In 
previous studies, it was shown that flow velocities greater than 1 cm/s were achievable 
in mini/micro scale at decent magnetic fields (<0.3mT) without any external source 
[88]. In another study [89], it was shown that an average heat transfer coefficient 
enhancement of 37.5% was achieved with magnetic actuation of ferrofluids inside a 
pool with 5W of additional power consumption. Thus, there is a strong possibility for 
improving the heat transfer performance of ferrofluids with external means such as 
magnetic fields, which will be considered as future work by the authors. Moreover, the 
ease in their fabrication method allows their preparation in large quantities.   
Better heat transfer properties may certainly improve the utility of ferromagnetic 
nanoparticles in biomedical treatments (e.g. tumor ablation with improved local heat 
transfer). Minimal agglomeration/deposition and lack of saturation are desired 
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properties to avoid clogging of tissue capillary vessels that can be as narrow as 5-10 µm 
in diameter. These properties might allow particles access into deeper regions of 
diseased tissues, hence lead to better and more efficient targeted treatments. All these 
properties of SPIO-LA particles make them ideal candidates for improved heat transfer 
treatment tools. Further biological studies in cellular and animal models of human 
disease will reveal their true potential in biomedical treatments. 
All of these advantages strengthen the potential of the use of Iron Oxide 
Nanoparticle based ferrofluids as new generation coolants and drug carrier agents. 
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4 CONCLUSION 
 
4.1 Conclusions of the Studies of Magnetic Actuation of Iron Oxide Based 
Ferrofluids  
 
 
  In the first studies, methods to actuate ferrofluids with varying magnetic fields 
were tested. The methods of composing a magnetic field with rotating magnetic field 
sources to obtain a linearly moving magnetic gradient were successful. The generated 
magnetic fields actuated the ferrofluid plugs in mini and microtubes. Flow rates up to 
120µl/s and 0.135µl/s were achieved in the experiments in minitubes and microtubes 
with modest maximum magnetic field magnitudes of 300mT for discontinuous and 
continuous actuation, respectively. A simple comparison of results shows that the ratios 
of flow rates are consistent with the physical scale ratio of minitubes and microtubes.  
It was proven that actuation of ferrofluid plugs in microtubes with very modest 
power rates is possible, if permanent magnets with high magnetic moment density are 
employed as the field sources. These devices do not produce waste heat like electrically 
generated fields, and they always remain “on” in the last functioning state if the power 
is cut. The lack of generated heat reduces the unwanted interference with the fluid and 
tubing.  
It was previously seen that when a series of rotating magnets are employed to 
simulate a translating magnet, reducing the angular difference of consequent magnets 
improves the quality of the resultant magnetic field. The said improvement was 
significant in actuation of ferrofluids in minitubes. The errors in the magnetic field were 
dampened and the average velocity of the plug was increased. However, the results 
obtained from modified devices that operate in microtubes showedthat the 
aforementioned adjustment to the angular displacement between magnets is irrelevant in 
microscale. For this reason, results for hexagonal rotor and rectangular rotor designs 
were almost identical in micro scale.  
Continuous flows of ferrofluids could be also generated with a conveyor belt 
system.  Flow rates up to 0.0125µl/s through microtubes could be obtained with the 
proposed approach. 
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The promising results suggest that ferrofluids merit more research efforts in 
micro pumping, and magnetic actuation could have a high potential for being a 
significant alternative for more common techniques such as electromechanical, 
electrokinetic, and piezoelectric actuation. 
 
4.2 Conclusions of the Study of Heat Transfer Enhancement with Iron Oxide 
Based Ferrofluids  
 
The second study presents experimental results on convective heat transfer 
performances of ferrofluid samples at different iron-oxide based nanoparticle 
concentrations, applied heat fluxes and flow rates after a validation study with pure 
water as the working fluid. The results suggest that using ferrofluids as heat transfer 
fluids is a strong and feasible alternative due to their enhanced heat transfer 
performances, easy preparation methods.  
Moreover, they could be synthesized in large quantities and have improved 
stability with Lauric acid coating avoiding any agglomeration and deposition. Smaller 
nanoparticle sizes of ferrofluids prevent clogging of the minichannels during heat 
transfer, which also enables the miniaturization of the systems. 
A decrease of around 100% in the maximum surface temperature (exit of the 
microtube) with the ferrofluid compared to pure water at significant heat fluxes (>100 
W/cm2) was recorded.  It was also observed that the enhancement in heat transfer 
increases with nanoparticle concentration in the absence of saturation in heat transfer 
coefficient profiles. These promising results in terms of heat transfer properties and 
improved stability offer significant advantages of iron oxide based ferrofluids in heat 
transfer, drug delivery and biological applications. 
 
4.3 Contribution to the Scientific Knowledge 
 
  Micropumps are one of the most important and popular microfluidic systems. 
This thesis contributes to the literature by presenting the behavior of ferrofluid under 
dynamic magnetic fields in mini/micro channels so that efficient actuation methods can 
be developed for micropumping purposes. The devices designed, implemented and 
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presented in this thesis provide alternatives to the literature in terms of external and 
contactless actuation method, applicable to the numerous areas such as valving sealing 
lab-on-chip applications, low-cost but very efficient devices with large displacement 
capabilities, high forces, fast response time and ease of implementation and most 
importantly higher flow rates than the existing pumps even some commercialized ones 
[76-77]. It can be claimed that this proposed design is promising since it is more 
compact than the commercials pumps in terms of the size but generates the same flow 
rates compared to the compact commercial pumps. It should also be noted that these 
pumps can withstand significantly higher backpressures than the proposed pumps in this 
work (<250 Pa). In addition, another commercial micro pump, which is an 
Electroosmotic (EO) micropump (model 3000128 on datasheet) [77] with dimensions of 
8mm (diameter) and 17.9mm (length), needs at least 460V of potential difference to 
generate the flow rate of the proposed design. This estimation was calculated by taking 
the referenced datasheet as is. The proposed design requires voltage values (few Volts) 
that are far below than this commercial micropump. 
 Heat transfer in microchannels has become progressively important with the rapid 
development of microelectronic devices and micro manufacturing technology, since 
microchannel heat exchangers and evaporators present several advantages, such as 
reduced size, higher thermal efficiency and low fluid inventory. This thesis contributes 
to the literature by analyzing the heat transfer enhancement capability of ferrofluids, 
which are a type of the new generation nanofluids. A decrease of around 100% in the 
maximum surface temperature (exit of the microtube) with iron-oxide nanoparticle 
based ferrofluids compared to pure water at significant heat fluxes (>100 W/cm2) was 
recorded.  It was also observed that the enhancement in heat transfer increases with 
nanoparticle concentration in the absence of saturation in heat transfer coefficient 
profiles. These promising results in terms of heat transfer properties and improved 
stability offer significant advantages of iron oxide nanoparticle based ferrofluids in heat 
transfer in many different areas such as microelectronics, drug delivery and biological 
applications. 
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